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What is iDenedi
iDenedi is an application specially designed
for communication management through

announcements.



Why Now
At critical times such as the one the whole world is currently 

facing, staying connected is crucial for companies that 

have found themselves forced into keeping business going 

on as usual while all their employees are working remotely.  

With updates coming in as frequently as every hour, and 

companies having to amend their policies to adapt to the 

current situation, traditional announcement channels will 

not be effective or delivered as fast they are intended to.

This is why companies need a solution like IDENEDI, it 

provides a centralized and dedicated platform for sending 

announcements and keeping all employees connected



Challenges
Challenge 1 
During times of crisis, like the COVID-19 health pandemic, 

rumors run rampant and misinformation is a source of stress.

Challenge 2
Information needs to be conveyed quickly and precisely, 

this is not easy when employees are not working directly in 

a single office.

Challenge 3
Situations change from hour to hour, so communication via 

email is not a good option as many employees do not 

check their email every few minutes for updates.



Key Benefits
What are the advantages of using iDenedi:

1. iDenedi announcements are secure and will be viewed 

as a reliable source of information.

2. iDenedi mimics social media and is intuitive and easy to 

use.

3. Using iDenedi guarantees announcements reach 

members at any time, and anywhere

4. Unlike WhatsApp, iDenedi announcements do not get 

lost in a continuous flow of conversation.



Features

Private Announcements

Admin View

Social Currency

Integration

Public Announcements

Interaction

Groups and Subgroups

Post Scheduling

Multimedia Posting

On Premise - Private Cloud

Filters & Search

White Labelling
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Thank You!

You can reach us at:

info@exceedgulf.com or www.exceeders.com


